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FOREWORD 
 

Sergeant Tom Hawksworth, Royal Marines 
 

The primary sources for Tom’s details are his daughter Pam’s photographs and his personal diaries. 

Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A” website is another excellent source: 

Thomas Hawksworth 
 

 

This is a transcript of (extracts from) a wartime log kept by Sgt. Thomas Horace Hawksworth R.M. (father 
of Pamela Cox) during his time as a POW. He starts his diary with an account of his experiences from the 
day war broke out on 3 September 1939 to 1 June 1941 on Crete when he realises his fate. It finishes on 
7 May 1945 as he eagerly waits for the weather to improve to enable the planes to fly them back to 
England, his wife and 4-year-old child who he hadn’t yet seen. 

(His friend, Sgt Stan Prout RM), also kept a diary during his captivity.) 

To write a book, even for one’s own perusal only, it is surely necessary to have a reason for so doing. 
Mine is to provide a few short notes which will serve to jog my memory, if I wish, at some future date, to 
recall some date, name place, happening etc. of these war days. I have asked myself, will I not want to 
forget these days, especially those spent as a prisoner-of-war in Germany, but I doubt if that is possible 
since I’m positive these days are going to have a profound influence on the rest of my life, even after I am 
a comparatively free man. I say comparatively because since being a prisoner I have learned that whether 
a prisoner behind barbed wire, or a ‘freeman of England’, we are all slaves of fate. 

This, however, is not the only lesson I have learned in these days, but to set them all down on paper, 
even had I the skill, would take a book larger than this one. 

I shall, then, confine my efforts to keeping a record as near as possible of most of my activities from 3rd 
September 1939, when England declared war on Germany. 

Owing to the danger of this book being confiscated by the Germans, or being read by some unauthorised 
person, I shall keep my most personal thoughts out of it. 

Since the war is more than five years old at the time of writing, many of these incidents have lost their 
vividness already, but the main impressions I think, have remained unaltered in my mind. 


